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1.Summary of the report

This report certifies the conformance of Altme wallet 1.21.12 distributed by Talao - Altme
to the EBSI specifications vV3.0.0 on 16/10/2023.
The results and details of the tests can be found hereunder:

REQUEST_CT_WALLET_QUALIFICATION_CREDENTIAL 1697460403827 Successful



REQUEST_CT_WALLET_QUALIFICATION_CREDENTIAL

CT Qualification through VP Exchange

As an issuer, I want to offer a CT Qualification Credential, which requires a Verifiable Presentation exchange. This

exchange will involve receiving credentials from the same-device and/or cross-device test suites. By engaging in

this Verifiable Presentation exchange, I can ensure that the exchanged credentials meet the necessary criteria. The

received credentials from the same-device and cross-device test suites will collectively contribute to the CT

Qualification Credential, enhancing the overall compliance and qualification of the issuer's offerings.

10/16/2023, 2:46:43 PM

[conformance-v3]/conformance-v3(stdout) �[32m[Conformance API v3]�[39m �[33mInfo�[39m        10/16/2023, 12:46:43

PM �[33m[CheckService]�[39m �[32mTest Data {"intent": "request_ct_wallet_qualification_credential", "data": {"di

d":"did:key:zYqNvVCkW65RVEgatyVyHRuhQbLCsx28Fm46oSWmmz63e2Cp5nSbGxgBTDyNgEXZaewdAnYh7psqj

ZaNeFNHhnkTn8mPTkPiZKYmqzu5fzvkWewh8jrLUWhBcJrzhTwtVhCiwjvyQGWPDcehmsWjsopvfeTQbu5gatM6HJ8

fAXDsHXhrBK96","credential_offer_endpoint":"openid-credential-offer://"}, "result": {"success":true} } End Test
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